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Abstract The electrochemical determination of isoprenaline
(IP) using a graphene-modified glassy carbon electrode
(GME) was investigated by cyclic voltammetry. The results
showed that the GME exhibited excellent electrochemical
activity towards IP in pH 4.0 phosphate buffer solution
(PBS). The reduction peak current (ipc) of IP was linearly
proportional to its concentration in the range of 2.1 × 10−7–
1.0 × 10−5 mol L−1 and 1.0 × 10−5–1.0 × 10−4 mol L−1, with
the linear regression equations as ipc1(A)0−2.31 × 10−6 +
6.96c (c/moles per liter), R100.9982 and ipc206.00 × 10−5 −
0.49c (c/moles per liter), R200.9971, respectively, and a de-
tection limit of 6.4 × 10−8 mol L−1. This method is of sim-
plicity, rapidity, and high sensitivity and provides a practicable
solution for the selective determination of IP in the presence of
uric acid and ascorbic acid. The method has been successfully
applied to IP sample analysis.
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Introduction

Isoprenaline or isoproterenol (IP) is a sympathomimetic
beta-receptor stimulant that has been used for the treatment
of bradycardia (slow heart rate), heart block, etc. There are a
number of side effects associated with the use of IP which
may include heart palpitations, anxiety, fatigue, flushing,
sweating, shaking, headache, and chest pain [1]. Therefore,

it is essential to develop a simple and rapid method for its
determination in routine analysis.

A variety of methods have been used for determining IP
in tablets and biological fluids, for example fluorescence
[2], spectrophotometric [3], nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy [4], and chemiluminescence [5, 6]. But these
methods often suffer from the disadvantage of low sensitiv-
ity and/or complicated procedures. In recent years, electro-
chemical method has attracted wide attention due to its
simplicity, fastness, sensitivity, and selectivity. Electrode
modification, which has an important part in electrochemi-
cal studies, has been extensively used.

IP contains phenolic hydroxy groups and possesses electro-
chemical activity; therefore, various modified electrodes, for
instance, copper(II) hexacyanoferrate(III)-modified electrode
[7], ferrocene multiwall carbon nanotubes-modified electrode
[8], and other modified electrodes [9–11], have been reported
for the determination of IP. Electrodes modified with various
nanomaterials have been used in electrochemical studies of
some catecholamine compounds [12–17]. Due to the unique
electronic and catalytic properties of these nanomaterials, these
methods show good sensitivity, selectivity, stability, and low
detection limits. Graphene, one of these nanomaterials, has
attracted tremendous attention from both the theoretical and
experimental scientific communities in recent years [18, 19]. It
has been used to prepare a new generation of electrodes for
electrochemical detection [13, 16, 20]. To the best of our
knowledge, no literature has reported the determination of IP
using graphene-modified electrodes.

In this paper, a novel electrochemical sensor was fabri-
cated with graphene-modified glassy carbon electrodes. The
electrochemical properties of the sensor were investigated.
The results showed that the graphene-modified electrode
(GME) exhibited excellent performance for detecting IP in
the presence of uric acid (UA) and ascorbic acid (AA).
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Experimental

Reagents and apparatus

Graphite powder (<20 μm) was obtained from Qingdao
graphite CO., LTD (Qingdao, China). Sodium borohydride
was from Tianjin Daofu Chemical New Technique Develop-
ment Co., LTD (Tianjin, China). Isoprenaline was purchased
from Drug and Biological Products Examination Bureau of
Beijing (Beijing, China). Injection forms of isoprenaline hy-
drochloride, uric acid, and ascorbic acid were purchased from
Shanghai Harvest Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd, Shanghai (Shang-
hai, China). Phosphate buffer solutions were prepared by
mixing the stock solution of 0.2 mol L−1 disodium hydrogen
phosphate (Na2HPO4) and 0.1 mol L−1 citric acid (C6H8O7).
All other chemicals not mentioned here were analytical

reagent grade. Double distilled water was used throughout.
Graphene was made as described below.

Electrochemical experiments were performedwith an Elec-
trochemical Work Station-CHI660C (Chen-hua, Shanghai,
China). Infrared spectra (IR) were recorded using a Varian
660-IR spectrometer (Agilent, America). Atomic force micro-
scope (AFM) image was obtained using an Agilent 5500
AFM (Agilent, America). Scanning electron microscope
(SEM) image was obtained using a field emission SEM Sirion
200 (FEI, America). Transmission electron microscope
(TEM) image was obtained using a JEM-2010 transmission
electron microscope (JEOL, Japan). Electrochemical experi-
ments were carried out using a three-electrode system consist-
ing of a working electrode (a bare or graphene-modified
glassy carbon electrode, 3 mm in diameter), a counter elec-
trode (a platinum wire electrode), and a reference electrode (a
Ag/AgCl electrode). Acidity was measured by a PHS-3B
Precision pH meter (Shanghai, China), and sonication was
done using a KQ-100 Ultrasonic Cleaner (Kunshan, China).

Preparation of the nano-graphene

Graphene oxide (GO) was made by a modified Hummers
method [21] using expandable graphite flake as starting mate-
rial. Briefly, graphite flake (8 g) was stirred in 98 % sulfuric
acid (180 mL) for 10 h. Potassium permanganate (24 g) was
gradually added while keeping the temperature under 36 °C for
0.5 h. The mixture was then stirred at 80 °C for 45 min, and
then water (360 mL) was added and the mixture heated at 95–
105 °C for another 30 min. The reaction was terminated by
addition of distilled water (360 mL) and 30 % hydrogen per-
oxide solution. The powder of GO was obtained by filtration.

A suspension [22] was obtained by dispersing GO in
distilled water with the aid of intensive sonication. An

Fig. 1 IR of the graphite and graphene. 1 graphite; 2 graphene

Fig. 2 AFM of the graphene
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aqueous of pH 0 10 GO suspension was prepared and then
sodium borohydride was added. The temperature was strict-
ly controlled by a constant temperature circulator at 80 °C
for1.5 h. The powder of graphene was obtained by filtration
and drying in vacuum and characterized by IR, AFM, TEM,
and SEM.

Preparation of graphene-modified electrode

Graphene suspension (0.7 mg mL−1) was prepared. Glassy
carbon electrode (GCE) was polished before each experi-
ment with gold sand paper and 0.05 μm alumina powder,
respectively, then washed successively with 1:1 nitric acid,
ethanol and doubly distilled water in ultrasonic bath, and
dried in air. GME was prepared by casting 8 μL of graphene
suspension at the GCE and dried under an infrared lamp.

Determination of IP

Under optimal conditions, a series of different concentrations
of IP were investigated by cyclic voltammetry (CV) in phos-
phate buffer solution (PBS) solution (pH 4.0). A three-
electrode system was used. CVs of IP were recorded. The
GME was treated in PBS (pH 4.0) by repetitive scanning for
20 cycles in the potential range between 0 and 0.6 Vat a scan
rate of 140 mV s−1 so as to use again.

Results and discussion

Characterization of graphite/graphene/GME

Figure 1 shows the image of IR of graphite and graphene.
The wave numbers of functional groups of C 0 C, C–O–C,
and C–OH are 1,300–1,600, 1,110–1,200 (epoxide), and

3,450 cm−1, respectively. These results show that the gra-
phene has been synthesized successfully. The functionalized
and defective graphene sheets are more hydrophilic and can
be easily dispersed in solvents with long-term stability.
Figures 2 and 3 show the AFM and TEM images of the
graphene, respectively, revealing its mono- or few-layer
sheet. Figure 4 shows the SEM image of the GME, reveal-
ing the crumple and wrinkle structure of the graphene film.

Effect of concentration and amount of graphene

The amount of absorbed graphene on the GCE strongly
affects the intensity of the peak current of IP. To find the
optimal amount, the GME was prepared in different con-
centrations and amount of graphene suspension and used for
the analysis of IP. The results showed that the peak current
(Ip) increased with the increase of graphene concentration

Fig. 3 TEM image of graphene

Fig. 4 SEM image of graphene film-modified GCE

Fig. 5 CVs of IP (5.0 × 10−5 mol L−1) at the GCE (1) and at the GME
(2) in PBS (pH04.0). Scan rate is 140 mV s−1
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from 0.3 to 0.7 mg mL−1. The peak current decreased when
the concentration of graphene exceeded 0.7 mg mL−1,
which may be ascribed to the thicker film of graphene
hampering the electrical conductivity. Meanwhile, catalytic
substrates are hampered when spreading to the electrode sur-
face. In our experiments, 8 μL of 0.7 mg mL−1 suspension
was used to modify the GCE.

Electrochemical behaviors of IP on the GME

The catalytic ability of the graphene towards the redox of IP
was evaluated at the GCE and GME by CV. From Fig. 5, we
can see that the peak currents of IP at the GME (2) were
sharply increased in comparison with its response at the
GCE (1), demonstrating the electrocatalytic activity towards
IP. The electrocatalytic activity may be attributed to the
unique physical and chemical properties of graphene. It also
can be seen from Fig. 5 that Epa00.413 V, Epc00.350 V,
ipa0−28.77 μA, ipc037.71 μA, and ipa/ipc <1, suggesting
that the reaction of IP at the GME is a quasi-reversible redox
process. This electrochemical sensor showed excellent per-
formance towards detecting IP.

Optimization of the experimental conditions

The effect of the medium’s pH on the electrochemical signal
was analyzed. Figure 6 shows the important influence of pH
on the redox reaction of IP at the GME. As can be seen, the
redox peak shifted negatively with increasing pH value of
the solution. Based on [Ep 0 (Epa + Epc)/2], the equation was

Ep00.62–0.058pH, R00.9989. According to the Nernst
equation, the slope of −58 mV pH−1 reveals that the propor-
tion of the electron and proton involved in the reactions is 1:1.
As IP oxidation is a two-electron process, the number of
protons involved is also predicted to be two. Therefore, a
mechanism for the IP oxidation can be proposed in (Scheme 1)
[23]. The redox peak currents increased as the pH changing
from 2.2~4.0, then decreased after pH >4.0. So the buffer
solution of pH 4.0 was chosen in this work.

Figure 7 shows that the redox peak currents increased and
slightly shifted in the negative direction with the increase of
scan rate from 20 to 380 mV s−1. The redox peak currents
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Scheme 1 Oxidation of IP

Fig. 7 CVs of 5 × 10−5 mol L−1 IP at the GME at different scan rates.
Each of the numbers from 1 to 10 correspond to scan rates of 20, 60,
100, 140, 180, 220, 260, 300, 340, 380 mV s−1, respectively
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Fig. 8 CVs at the GME for different IP concentrations (1–17): 6.4 ×
10−8, 8.6 × 10−8, 2.1 × 10−7, 4.2 × 10−7, 6.4 × 10−7, 8.6 × 10−7, 1.0 ×
10−6, 2.0 × 10−6, 4.0 × 10−6, 6.0 × 10−6, 8.0 × 10−6, 1.0 × 10−5, 2.0 ×
10−5, 4.0 × 10−5, 6.0 × 10−5, 8.0 × 10−5 and 1.0 × 10−4 mol L−1in PBS
pH 4.0

Fig. 6 CVs of 5.0 × 10−5 mol L−1 IP on the GME at scan rate of
140 mV s−1 in pH 4.0 PBS. The pH value of PBS: 1, 2.2; 2, 3.0; 3, 4.0;
4, 5.0; 5, 6.0; 6, 7.0; and 7, 8.0
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linearly increased with the scan rates ranging from 20 to
380 mV s−1 (insert). The liner regression equations and
correlation coefficients of the ipa and ipc of the scan rates
are expressed as ipa01.37 × 10−6 + 2.14 × 10−7v (in milli-
volts per second), R00.9990 and ipc0−4.20 × 10−6 − 1.56 ×
10−7v (millivolts per second), R00.9942, respectively. It
shows that the electrode process of IP at the GME is an
adsorption process. If the GME was taken out from the
solution of IP, we found that the redox peak currents still
existed and decreased sharply with scanning time after time.
It also may be ascribed to an adsorption process of electro-
chemical behaviors of IP on the GME. The peaks of IP were
better at scan rate of 140 mV s−1 than other peaks. There-
fore, 140 mV s−1 was used as the scan rate in our work.

Effect of accumulation time

The study of the variation of accumulation time enabled us
to ascertain the level of IP adsorption on the GME. To
accomplish this, we varied the accumulation time between
20 and 140 s for 5.0 × 10−5 mol L−1 IP and CVs of IP were
recorded every 20 min. The peak currents increased as
stirring time increased and reached a maximum at 100 s.
Therefore, 100 s was used as the accumulation time.

Linearity range and detection limit

A series of different concentrations of IP in PBS (pH 4.0) were
investigated by CV. The reduction peak current (ipc) showed a
linear relationship with its concentrations of IP over the range
of 2.1 × 10−7–1.0 × 10-5 mol L−1 and 1.0 × 10−5–1.0 ×
10−4 mol L−1 (Fig. 8). The linear regression equations with
correlation coefficients were ipc1(A)0−2.31 × 10−6 + 6.96c (in
moles per liter), R100.9982 and ipc206.00 × 10−5 −
0.49c (in moles per liter), R200.9971, with a detection limit
of 6.4 × 10-8 mol L−1.

Stability and reproducibility of the GME

The stability and reproducibility of the GME were studied
by replicate determination of 5 × 10−5 mol L−1 IP. After each
experiment, the GME was restored by a continuous scan in
pH 4.0 PBS until no peak comes out. The six measurements
achieved a good reproducibility with a relative standard
deviation (RSD) of 4.5 %. A refreshed electrode surface
could be used 20 times successively without obvious per-
formance deterioration and the RSD was 5.3 %. The results
indicated that the GME exhibited good reproducibility in the
detection of IP.

Interference studies

As shown in Fig. 9, in order to confirm the availability of the
GME to the selective determination of IP in the presence of
UA and AA, we scanned the solution of 5.0 × 10−5 mol L−1 IP
(curve 1) and amixture containing 5.0 × 10−5 mol L−1 IP, 5.0 ×
10-5 mol L−1 UA, and 1.0 × 10−3 mol L−1 AA (curve 2) in PBS
(pH 4.0) by CV, respectively. IP has a pair of redox peaks but
AA and UA have no reductive peaks at the GME from 0.0 to
0.9 V. So this method provides a practicable solution for the
selective determination of IP in the presence of UA and AA in
their mixture.

The effects of the other substances that often accompany
IP in various pharmaceutical preparations were studied by
CV. When the relative error is less than ±5 %, no interfer-
ence was found when determination was performed in the
presence of 1,000 μmol L−1 of K+, Na+, Ca2+, NH4

+, Mg2+,
Cl−, SO4

2−, PO4
3−, β-alanine, and 100 μmol L−1 of glucose

and tartaric acid.

Fig. 9 CVs of IP (5.0 × 10−5 mol L−1) (1) and IP (5.0 × 10−5 mol L−1),
UA (5.0 × 10−5 mol L−1), and AA (1.0 × 10−3 mol L−1) (2) on the GME
in PBS (pH04.0) with scan rate of 140 mV s−1

Table 1 Determination of IP in
injection Sample Amount of IP

found in sample
Amount of standard
IP added

Total amount of
IP found

Recovery/℅

1 6.08 × 10−5 mol L−1 4.00 × 10−5 mol L−1 10.05 × 10−5 mol L−1 99.25

2 6.10 × 10−5 mol L−1 4.00 × 10−5 mol L−1 10.15 × 10−5 mol L−1 101.2

3 6.05 × 10−5 mol L−1 4.00 × 10−5 mol L−1 10.03 × 10−5 mol L−1 99.50
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Analytical application

The proposed system was applied to the analysis of some
commercial injections (2 mL:1 mg). Certain amounts of UA
(cUA/cIP01) andAA (cAA/cIP01,000) were transferred into a 50-
mL brown flask and diluted with PBS (pH 4.0). IP in the diluted
solution was determined by CVat the GME and recoveries were
calculated according to ipc. They are in excellent agreement with
the labeled values. The results are listed in Table 1.

Conclusions

The electrochemical determination of IP using a GME was
investigated by CV. The GME exhibited excellent electro-
chemical activity towards IP in pH 4.0 PBS. The results
demonstrated that graphene influenced the electron transfer
of IP, UA, and AA. The proposed method can be applied for
the detection of IP in pharmaceutical injection samples.
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